QUALITY SPORTS SURFACE
INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE
Our dedicated team with over 20 years industry experience
installing, rejuvenating and maintaining all types of synthetic
sports surfaces, play areas and commercial space.

Experts in all areas of artificial grass and synthetic sports surfaces

Athletics

Cricket

Golf

Tennis
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Football

Hockey

INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE
FOR SPORTS
An independent, well respected, trusted
contractor.
A focus on delivering value for money
for your facility, making sure your surface
performs for you long-term.

MAINTENANCE
SERVICES
Regular Maintenance
Part/Full Surface
Rejuvination
Repairs

Fully accredited and insured.
Working alongside a broad range of
customers from local councils, prestigious
schools, universities & facilities across East
Anglia and London.

Chemical Treatment
Track Cleaning
Infill replacement
Deep Clean
Pressure Washing
Resurfacing
Rebinding

INSTALLATIONS
Tennis Courts
MUGAS
3G Pitches
Cricket Nets
& Wickets

OUR DEDICATED TEAM WITH OVER
20 YEARS INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
We treat 3G and 4G football and rugby
pitches, all sand filled and sand dressed
surfaces, macadam and acrylic tennis
surfaces, MUGAs and athletics tracks,
cricket practice nets, wickets and all
synthetic sports surfaces.

Get a FREE no obligation quote today.
Call 01354 654422

www.artificialgrassmaintenance.co.uk

Daily Mile® Tracks
Fencing
Lighting
Artificial Grass
Play Areas
Grass Install
Net Install
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SURFACES
Installing,
rejuvenating and
maintaining all
types of synthetic
sports surfaces,
play areas and
commercial
space.
We oversee 3G
and 4G football
and rugby pitches,
all sand filled and
sand dressed
surfaces, water
based, macadam
and acrylic tennis
surfaces, MUGAs
and athletics tracks,
cricket practice
nets, wickets and
all synthetic sports
surfaces.

Sand Filled/
Sand Dressed

Hard Tennis Courts And Multi-Use
Games Areas (MUGAs)

Polymeric Rubber

3g/4g Rubber
Infilled Surfaces

Acrylic Hard Court

Water Based

Visit our website for full surface detail and specification
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SPECIALISTS IN SPORTS
MAINTENANCE
Our sports division maintain, repair and rejuvenate a wide
range of surfaces including:
Tennis courts
3G Full size football & rugby pitches
Hockey pitches, Sand and water based
Cricket wickets & nets

SAPCA members,
trusted to work in
a large number of
prestigious schools,
sports facilities and
private homes across
the UK.

Running tracks
Artificial Cricket wickets and nets
MUGAs

REGULAR PITCH
MAINTENANCE
A regular maintenance
programme is recommended
from new as this will allow
your surface to outlast
manufacturers warranties by
as much as 50% and ensures
good playability throughout the
year. Maintenance programmes
include surface debris collection,
de-compaction, infill filtration
and chemical treatment.

PART/FULL
REJUVENATION

PITCH RE-LINING
We offer a full and
comprehensive re-lining service
Pack polyurethane paints to
ensure a long lasting, high
quality finish.

WICKET
MAINTENANCE

An annual deep clean
programme combined with
levelling the batting area and 2
chemical treatments per year
keeps the surface continually
playable.

Highly Cost Effective
solution involving partial infill
replacement that will ensure an
extended life for previously unmaintained older surfaces.
Older pitches can often become
deeply contaminated as they
come to toward the end of
their life, the solution is to use a
compressed air system to fully
remove and replace the infill and
can guarantee an extra 4-5 years
quality play.

REGULAR TRACK
CLEANING

PITCH REPAIR

CHEMICAL
TREATMENT

Over time seams can begin to
fail and need to be repaired
or patched urgently. After the
repair, turf is graded to match
the current pile height of the
pitch to ensure even ball roll and
safe quality play.

£10 million public
liability, all staff
enhanced DBS
checked, HSE
compliant, safe
contractor accredited.

Using our unique track cleaning
system we are able to remove
ground-in debris, moss, mould
and algae from the surface by
jetting water in then vacuuming
detritus out. The system leaves
the track clean and clear and
ready for the season. Track
cleaning on an 8 lane track
normally takes 3-4 days.

RUNNING TRACK
REPAIRS
Please contact us regarding
your specific requirement. We
can remove loose stones, patch
and re-paint any dangerous
trip hazards. Repairs can be
undertaken on athletic tracks
and auxiliary areas.

REGULAR COURT
MAINTENANCE
Annual deep cleaning
programme and regular
chemical treatments.
Re-painting/re-binding
recommended every 5 years.

COURT
RE-PAINTING
We offer a full tennis court
re-lining, re -painting, binding
and resurfacing service that
will guarantee your hard court
retains a long lasting, high
quality finish.

The entire running track/
athletics track is sprayed with a
moss, mould and algae killer and
the perimeter is sprayed with a
weed killer
.

www.artificialgrassmaintenance.co.uk
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SPORTS INSTALLATIONS
Our sports division maintain, repair and rejuvenate a wide range of surfaces including:
Resurfacing older tennis courts to artificial
grass
Replacing older sand filled artificial grass
with a sand dressed surface for Hockey
Transforming older sand filled Multi Use
Games Areas (MUGAs) to 3G/4G

Running track resurface, spray and line
marking
Artificial Cricket Wicket install

Replacing chain link fencing with more
modern rebound fencing for MUGAs

Cricket Wicket nets overhaul with new
cage, nets and surface

Repainting Tennis Courts

Daily Mile® tracks designed and installed

2 PART ACRYLIC RE
PAINT AND RE LINE
If the court is just beginning to
break up and loose stones are
noticed the problem can be
solved by applying a new acrylic
paint layer. This can be applied
in 1 or 2 colours in all standard
tennis court colours. New lines
are then applied to the court.

NEW POROUS
MACADAM
(TARMAC) LAYER
If the existing surface is very
badly damaged a new 40mm
(compacted to 32mm) Porous
Macadam layer can be applied
to bring a fresh new feel to
the court, this also stabilises
and regulates ball bounce.
Depending on the surface we
can either roll off the edges or
lift curb edges to accommodate
the new Macadam depth. After
this process it is possible to
paint on the lines and leave
it as a black court. However
,we highly recommend that
the court is then painted to
maximise life span of the
surface.
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Extensive repairs to damaged sub-base
and resurfacing for Macadam (Tarmac)
areas

www.artificialgrassmaintenance.co.uk

BINDING
If the court has been further
damaged and has a lot of loose
stones present on the surface an
acrylic binder can be applied to
the stone prior to painting. From
there a new acrylic paint layer is
added and lines are painted. This
can be applied in 1 or 2 colour in
all standard tennis court colours.

3G INSTALLATION &
RESURFACING
Construction is usually a 40mm
- 60 mm which is supported and
weighted with silica sand then
in-filled with rubber crumb. The
characteristics give a realistic
ball bounce and a soft playing
surface - ideal for ground
contact. 3G pitch artificial
grass is a fantastic alternative
to natural grass and meets the
FIFA, FA, IRB, RFU and RFL
accreditations of the football
and rugby governing bodies in
the UK.

WICKET
INSTALLATION

An artificial wicket on your
cricket field adds a heavy wear
option and allows clubs, schools
and facilities to keep their
traditional square in good match
condition. The combination of
sub base, shock pad and cricket
grass gives an even, realistic
bounce and high durability.

CRICKET NET
DESIGN AND BUILD

Upgrading cage to 42.4od heavy
duty poles. Upgrading netting
to knotless netting with vermin
skirts. Re-grade batting ends
and correcting surface divots.
Full shock pad and carpet
replacement.

DAILY MILE™ TRACK
INSTALLATION
The Daily Mile™ is a fantastic
initiative aiming to improve
the physical, emotional and
wellbeing of children regardless
of age and circumstances. We
undertake a ground works
survey, ensuring the area you
wish to use is suitable. We
design and build a track within
your chosen area & budget. All
ground preparation undertaken
and the installation of our super
hard-wearing track system using
bound-rubber chippings.

ATHLETIC TRACK
INSTALLATION
A polymeric rubber surface
is generally specified for
tracks where a high level of
competition is required. The
base is constructed from two
part polyurethane and rubber
granule, cast in situ. The surface
top layer coat is constructed
of polyurethane with coloured
EPDM granules cast into the
uncured surface.

FEATURED PROJECTS
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1 - Shenley Brook
End School. 3G
pitch resurface
using TigerTurf™
Atomic 50.
2 - Harrow School
Athletic Track
Resurface. Plus an
installation of a
Polytan SmarTracks
system consisting
of a SmarTracks
timing gate
invisibly integrated
into the track.
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3 - Charterhouse
School. Custom
cage & net
construction by
Artificial Grass
Cambridge Ltd.
Playrite PPJ
grass installation.
4 - Private
Customer.
Tennis court
resurface using
TigerTurf ™
Advantage
Pro grass.
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5 - Oxley Park
Academy. 3G
Resurface using
TigerTurf ™
Atomic 50
and Polymeric
Athletic Track.
6 - Haven Holidays
Golden Sands.
Installation of
3,000 sqm of
Artificial Grass
Cambridge
Peterhouse grass.

OTHER INSTALLATIONS
Through our domestic
division we offer:
Sport at home Installations
Garden Transformations
Nursery and play areas

Get a FREE no
obligation quote today.
Call 01354 654422

Commercial Spaces
www.artificialgrassmaintenance.co.uk
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Get a FREE
no obligation
quote today.
Call 01354 654422

MAINTENANCE SERVICES

INSTALLATION SERVICES

Regular Maintenance

Infill replacement

Tennis Courts

Fencing

Part/Full Surface
Rejuvination

Deep Clean

MUGAS

Lighting

Repairs

Pressure
Washing

3G Pitches

Artificial
Grass Play Areas

Chemical Treatment

Resurfacing

Cricket Nets
& Wickets

Grass Install

Track Cleaning

Rebinding

Daily Mile® Tracks

Net Install

01354 654422
info@artificialgrassmaintenance.co.uk
artificialgrassmaintenance.co.uk
Unit 1, Commercial Road,
March PE15 8QP

